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Q-DUCT
Outdoor Pre-insulated Duct System

OUTDOOR DUCT MADE EASY.
WITHSTANDS HARSH WEATHER CONDITIONS.
Engineered for exterior use, Q Duct® Outdoor Pre-insulated Duct System is constructed to withstand harsh weather
conditions in all climates. Q Duct® is custom fabricated using two layers of rigid UL 181 Pal phenolic core material,
faced on both sides with coated aluminum and an exterior multilayered laminate jacketing material. Requiring no
additional insulation or weatherproofing, Q Duct® sections are delivered pre-assembled to the job site ready for
installation by a trained contractor. The product’s unique design easily installs in a fraction of the time of traditional
insulated sheet metal duct, saving money and labor.
Q Duct® Features
*Interlocking design with a quadruple seal
*Meets UL 181
*Meets ASTM E84 flame and smoke requirements, 25/50
*Self-insulated—no need for insulation subcontractors
*Contains no microfibers, CFC or HCFC
*Thermal break design with no through metal

Q Duct® Benefits
* Saves energy, space and labor
*Improved indoor air quality (IAQ)
*Significantly lowers air and water leakage
*Durable, yet lightweight
*Fast and easy installation
*Can contribute toward LEED® points

We offer full drawing capabilities for new and retrofit projects.

We offer many designs including flat bank, V-Bank, locking HEPA housings and Bag-In, Bag-Out housings and have
quick ship options available. P&G Manufacturing can design and build custom, side access filter housings to meet your
strictest airflow and filtration requirements. Contact your Mussun Representative for details.

We offer full engineered drawings for your next project

KEEP ON TRUCKIN’

Freight is a huge and often overlooked part of our industry. Timely and safe transportation of materials from plants to jobsites
is an involved process with a long history.
Loren Cook began operations in Berea in 1941. The interstate highway system and the Less-than-Truckload long haul carriers
had not been invented yet. In the late 1940’s, Cook owned a 1948 Dodge flatbed stake truck to make some local and regional
deliveries. As the years went on and more loads shifted to common carriers, Cook used the Dodge to make special local
deliveries to schools and high-profile jobs from their plant in Berea.
Cook recently restored a 1948 Dodge truck, seen above, as a replica of
their first delivery truck. It was lowered into the center of their building
during construction as you see here and remains on display.
In the early 1970’s, Cook bought a cab-over Kenworth, seen at left, to
handle larger deliveries, and soon bought a second, similar truck to
handle longer runs and to shuttle materials between their Springfield,
MO plant and the Berea plant. While having their own truck was
practical, it was not profitable as there were often no loads to pick up
for the return trip.
Today, Cook loads hundreds of trailers from common carriers and dedicated carriers each day from the Springfield Plant’s many
dock doors. Cook’s traffic department generates instant freight quotes for jobs consisting of one small bath fan to an entire
convoy of eighteen wheelers full of fans.

The safe loading of fans on a flatbed or enclosed
trailed is not performed by a random guess or trial
and error. Cook’s traffic department uses the
latest programs which optimize the way fans are
loaded, as seen at right. The program contains the
exact crate dimensions and weights of every fan and
maximizes the number of fans loaded per trailer.
This not only cuts down on freight costs, but can
often reduce the number of trucks needed to do the
job, which means less trucks on the road.

Did you know?
Modine unit heaters are still made in USA: Buena Vista,
Virginia! And most gas and hot water heaters ship the same
day for 1-2 day delivery! Ask your Mussun Sales Rep for the
latest pricing sheet and details!

School or Gym Application?

Insist on heavy duty lattice grilles from AJ Manufacturing!
Mussun Sales offers a variety of steel, aluminum, and stainless lattice grilles in several
attractive hole patterns and custom finishes.
Thicknesses range from 12 to 10 gage with a wide range of border sizes.
These lattice grilles are ideal for new and retrofit applications in schools, gyms, rec centers,
and other high-traffic, high abuse applications.

PLEASE CALL YOUR MUSSUN SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR TO SEE A SAMPLE!

PDH HOURS
Mussun Sales posts upcoming webinars on our Events section of our website.
Be sure to check out topics which qualify for PDH Hours.
To Unsubscribe, simply reply to this email with “unsubscribe” in the subject line.
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